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Executive Summary
BT Engineering Inc. (BTE) in conjunction with the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO) has
initiated an Environmental Assessment and Preliminary Design for the Queensway Downtown Bridges
from Metcalfe Street to Main Street. This noise assessment follows the approved environmental
planning process for Group B projects under the Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial
Transportation facilities (2000).
Noise is part of our everyday social and cultural environment. This analysis will determine the noise
impacts associated with the rehabilitation/replacement of the bridges. It will also review and provide
recommendations on the noise barrier design for the future barrier replacement program, to improve
the acoustical effectiveness of the existing barriers.
By rehabilitating / replacing these bridges, this project will not increase traffic volumes on the
freeway and therefore will have no project specific noise impacts other than the short term
construction related effects.
As per the MTO/MOECC (MECP) Environmental Guide for Noise (Noise Guide), the noise impact
assessment was completed in two stages. Stage I followed the Environmental Protection Requirement
Noise - 1, as outlined in the Noise Guide, to review the existing noise levels (there will be no noise
impacts due to the bridge management plan). The noise levels were compared for an existing condition
(the planning horizon for the bridge rehabilitation/replacement with the Nicholas Street ramp
realignment) in year 2025 and 10 years after construction completion in year 2035. In order to
determine the noise impacts, the comparison was made for sound levels for the Outdoor Living Area
(OLA) and/or most exposed side of Noise Sensitive Areas (NSAs). Within the Study Area, sound contours
were developed at 5 dBA intervals reflecting changes in topography and traffic volumes without
mitigation measures for all alternatives. A Stage II assessment was required because there was one
representative receiver site that is currently experiencing a noise level over 65 dBA.
The noise assessment involved the following:






Confirm there is no acoustical impact of the bridge management project;
Nine (9) representative receiver sites adjacent to the freeway were modelled to assess the
impact on OLA/most exposed side within the NSA within the Study Area;
A field review of the existing barriers was completed to determine their condition and acoustical
effectiveness;
A noise mitigation table was prepared for the Study Area, indicating proposed modifications and
noise impacts; and
Recommendation on the need for future barrier design to improve acoustical effectiveness
required to meet the appropriate MTO and MOECC (MECP) criteria for sound level increases.

Based on the noise assessment, residential properties adjacent to Highway 417 are currently
experiencing greater than 65 dBA noise levels without mitigation. The objective of noise control
measures is to achieve a greater than a 5 dBA attenuation in the first row of receivers.
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All existing noise barriers are at the end of their service lives and are recommended to be replaced with
5 m high barriers with absorptive faces. This change, coupled with the lateral extensions of the noise
barriers located on the north side of the Queensway, will provide improved acoustical attenuation to
adjacent residential areas.
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1.0

Introduction

The Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) has retained BT Engineering Inc. (BTE) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Environmental Assessment (EA) Study for the rehabilitation and / or
replacement of 7 bridges (4 locations) on Highway 417 (Ottawa Queensway) from Metcalfe Street to
Main Street. This study will determine the appropriate strategy for the rehabilitation or replacement of
the bridges. The Study Area, as shown in Figure 1, is located in the City of Ottawa.
The 2018 noise assessment is a continuation of the previous noise assessment completed for the 2007
Highway 417 (Ottawa Queensway) from Highway 417 Easterly to Anderson Road Preliminary Design
Study and Environmental Assessment Transportation Environmental Study Report (TESR). The 2007 TESR
reviewed the condition of the existing noise barriers (structural condition) and the need for noise
abatement considering traffic volumes and the proposed highway works (assessing impacts with and
without the project). The 2007 TESR received environmental clearance for the corridor improvements
and provided commitments for abatement of noise sensitive land uses along the corridor. The current
bridge rehabilitation / replacement project will not increase traffic volumes on the freeway and
therefore will have no project specific noise impacts other than the short term construction related
effects.
This noise assessment includes the realignment of the Nicholas Street interchange ramps as a future
existing condition (the ramp is expected to be built in 2019 and the Queensway bridge
rehabilitations/replacements for this study are expected in year 2025).
The purpose of this noise assessment is to consider existing conditions for Noise Sensitive Areas (NSAs)
and assess the effectiveness of the existing noise barriers for abatement. The focus of this assessment is
the residential communities to the north and south of the Queensway between the Rideau Canal and
Nicholas Street, as shown in Figure 2.
Within the Study Area, sound contours were developed using acoustical modelling at 5 dBA intervals,
reflecting changes in topography and traffic volumes without mitigation measures for existing
conditions (year 2025). The changes in sound levels at NSAs reflect 24 hr Leq’s predicted 10 years
following the construction of the improvements (year 2035). See Appendix A for the sound contours.
A mitigation assessment is carried out for any receiver sites where the proposed roadworks will result in
a noise level increase of greater than 5 dBA 10 years after construction (2035) or above 65 dBA. This
assesses mitigation (noise control) measures within the right-of-way for noise sensitive receivers. The
assessment will examine the effectiveness of the existing noise barriers and provide recommendations
for the future replacement program.
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Figure 1: Study Area
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Figure 2: Noise Assessment Study Area
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2.0

Background and Context of Report

This 2018 report does not consider the corridor expansion improvements as they have been reviewed
and have received clearance under the 2007 Transportation Environmental Study Report. The Nicholas
Street ramp realignment is treated as an existing future noise condition (year 2025). For older noise
sensitive land uses that existed pre-1977, the MTO has a retrofit program that tests the cost
effectiveness of noise abatement for residential areas that were not subject to conditions by developers
to consider noise effects. The Ministry’s noise barrier retrofit policy is based on addressing, where
feasible, noise impacts to outdoor living areas of residential properties. MTO has undertaken a noise
barrier retrofit study for Highway 417 in downtown Ottawa to determine the effectiveness of potential
noise barriers. As a result of this study, a retrofit noise barrier is proposed on the north side of Highway
417 from Kent Street to Metcalfe Street. Construction of this noise barrier is planned to occur in
conjunction with the rehabilitation/replacement of the Bank Street, O’Connor Street, Metcalfe Street
and Elgin Street structures. Retrofit reviews were undertaken in close proximity to the current Study
Area and are contained in Appendix B. No noise barriers are contemplated between Metcalfe Street
and Colonel By Drive, as these would provide minimal attenuation to residential properties. The existing
low barriers on the Rideau Canal Bridge, while similar in appearance to noise barriers, are to prevent
snow from being plowed onto the Rideau Canal, Colonel By Drive and Queen Elizabeth Driveway.
The current EA assignment is for the rehabilitation or replacement of seven (7) bridges, at Metcalfe
Street, Elgin Street, Rideau Canal and Main Street. By maintaining these bridges the projects will not
increase traffic volumes on the freeway and therefore have no project specific noise impacts other than
the short term construction related effects. These short term effects will have to conform to City of
Ottawa Municipal Noise bylaws and Provincial legislation described in the MTO Reference Manual for
Noise and will be addressed in the subsequent detail design phase and Design and Construction Report.
The purpose of this noise assessment is to consider existing conditions for Noise Sensitive Areas (NSAs)
and assess the effectiveness of the existing noise barriers for abatement.
The existing noise barriers protect residential communities both north and south of the Queensway east
of the Rideau Canal. No noise barriers are proposed on the Rideau Canal Bridge, as there are no
residential noise receivers that would benefit from such a noise barrier and input to date from the EA
study is identifying the need to observe the heritage Rideau Canal as drivers pass over this bridge.
The Ministry has long term plans to replace the existing noise barriers on Highway 417, including those
on the north and south sides of Highway 417 from the Rideau Canal easterly to Nicholas Street. It is
currently envisioned that these existing noise barriers will be replaced in conjunction with the
rehabilitation (or replacement) of the Highway 417 bridge over Main Street. The study therefore is
reviewing the effectiveness and termination treatments for possible improvement. The subsequent
sections of this report assess the acoustical effectiveness of the replacement barrier designs in these
two locations.
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3.0

Methodology

This evaluation was conducted within the Study Area to determine the impact to adjacent residential
dwelling units as well as what mitigation measures should be incorporated in the final design as one
component of the EA process.
The noise assessment utilized The Traffic Noise Model (TNM) 2.5 noise software program to determine
24-hour equivalent sound levels (Leq) for the roadway traffic. The assessment was performed in
accordance with MOECC (MECP) and MTO Noise Guidelines and MTO/ MOECC (MECP) Noise Protocol,
MTO’s Environmental Guide for Noise. The noise assessment involved the following:






Confirm there is no acoustical impact of the bridge management project;
Nine (9) representative receiver sites (as shown in Figure 3) adjacent to the freeway were
modelled to assess the impact on OLA/most exposed side within the NSA within the Study Area;
A field review of the existing barriers was completed to determine their condition and acoustical
effectiveness;
A noise mitigation table was prepared for the Noise Assessment Study Area, indicating proposed
modifications and noise impacts; and
Recommendation on the need for future barrier design to improve acoustical effectiveness
required to meet the appropriate MTO and MOECC (MECP) criteria for sound level increases.

Within the Study Area, sound contours were developed using acoustical modelling at 5 dBA intervals
reflecting changes in topography and traffic volumes without mitigation measures for existing
conditions (year 2025). The changes in sound levels at NSAs reflect 24 hr Leq’s predicted 10 years
following the construction of the improvements (year 2035).
No project specific noise impacts for our Queensway Downtown Bridges project other than the short
term construction related effects (described in Section 8.0) are expected. The general overall procedure
outlined in this report and the noise assessment included:







Identification of the noise sources and Noise Sensitive Areas (NSA’s) within 500 m of the
highway.
Establishment of receiver sites in the NSA’s.
Prediction of future roadway traffic volumes (2025 horizon for bridge construction).
Prediction of the equivalent sound levels for the 2035 horizon planning year.
Future noise level calculations were undertaken using a 5 m noise barrier and no step down at
the terminus.
A comparison of the successful noise abatement alternatives and the consideration of the need
for noise mitigation measures.
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Figure 3: Representative Receiver Site Locations
Within the NSA, acoustical modelling was completed to assess the impacts at the most exposed side.
The modelling assessed receiver sites located 3.0 m from the building face and 1.2 m above the existing
ground.
Year 2016 Average Annual Daily Traffic Volumes (AADT) for this segment of Highway 417 within the
Noise Assessment Study Area were obtained from MTO. MTO requires the use of the highest AADT or
SADT for noise calculations. However, the 2016 AADT and SADT volumes are equal for this segment of
Highway 417, and for the purposes of this report the projected 2025 volumes will be referred to as AADT
volumes. For prediction of future sound levels, the use of the 10 year planning horizon beyond the
earliest planning construction year is required (2035).
Residents in the northwest quadrant of the Nicholas Street interchange have expressed concerns with
regards to existing noise.
The following input variables were used or considered in the TNM 2.5 noise software program for
generating sound levels:
•
•

Topography (hills, flatlands) – the site includes a ravine and elevated berm
Existing attenuation due to shielding from barriers (natural or man-made, including dense
rows of houses) – the site includes dense rows of houses and existing noise barriers
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The intermediate ground surface (hard surface reflects sound, soft surface absorbs sound)
Distance, in metres, from source to receiver, using the centreline of the road as the source
Receiver height, in metres – 1.2 metres above ground level at 3.0 metre offset from a
residence (townhouse or single family)
Posted speed limit (Queensway is 100 km/h, Nicholas Street is 60 km/h, the on-ramp is 40
km/h)
Depth and type of woods (0-30 m, 30-60 m, 60 m or more) – this site includes a woodlot
adjacent to the Queensway/Nicholas Street N-W ramp
Roadway grade (slope)
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4.0

Existing Data
4.1 Noise Sensitive Area

The existing land use within the Study Area is residential to the north and a mix of commercial and
residential to the south, including Ballantyne Park.
North of the Queensway, the land is zoned residential and traditional mainstreet. Within the residential
zones to the northeast are detached/semi-detached residences. Within the residential zones to the
northwest are row housing and condo/apartment buildings. Within the traditional mainstreet zone to
the north are mixed retail and residential properties, including a furniture store, detached residences
and condos.
South of the Queensway, the land is zoned open space, leisure, traditional mainstreet and residential.
Within the open space zone to the southwest is Ballantyne Park. Within the traditional mainstreet zone
to the southeast is vacant land adjacent to the highway as well as mixed retail, commercial and
community properties including construction office, Scotiabank, fitness studio, hair cutters, restaurants,
bicycle shop, nail salon, Ottawa Chinese Bible Church and Peace Latvian Ev Lutheran Church. Within the
leisure zone to the southeast is the Old Town Hall and community centre (subject to the heritage
overlay). Within the residential zone to the southeast is vacant land adjacent to the highway as well as
detached/semi-detached residences.

4.2 Existing Noise Barrier Condition
The noise barriers were inspected and determined to be in poor condition with rusted steel. They have a
4 m barrier height with a step-down terminus. The noise barriers are at the end of their service lives and
are recommended for replacement.

4.3 Existing Noise Barrier Replacement Design Details
Residents who live north of Highway 417 from the Rideau Canal easterly to Nicholas Street, as well as
south of Highway 417 from the Rideau Canal easterly to Lees Avenue/Main Street off-ramp, currently
experience sound from the freeway. There is an existing noise barrier on both the north and south side
of the Queensway to reduce noise levels, as shown in Figure 4. The existing noise barrier heights range
from 3 to 4 m.
The north side noise barrier between the Queensway and Harvey Street terminates before the woodlot
reaches an effective acoustical depth of 30 m. The termination of this noise barrier also steps down in
the termination zone, as shown in Photo 1 and Figure 5. The south side noise barrier between the
eastbound off-ramp and Hawthorne Avenue has the same configuration through the termination zone,
as shown in Photo 2 and Figure 6. The existing south barrier is not continuous, as shown in Photo 3.
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Figure 4: Existing Noise Barriers

Photo 1: North Side Noise Barrier Step-down at Terminus
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Figure 5: Existing Configuration at North Noise Barrier Terminus

Photo 2: South Side Noise Barrier Step-down at Terminus

Figure 6: Existing Configuration at South Noise Barrier Terminus
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Photo 3: Discontinuous Noise Barrier at Lees Avenue/Main Street Off-ramp

4.4 Traffic Data
The noise source considered was vehicular traffic on the Ottawa Queensway and Nicholas Street/ramps.
(Note that the Nicholas Street ramp alignment reflects a modified location as described in Section 4.5.)
No other noise sources, such as rail and aircraft, were considered for the Study Area, since the project is
not located near a rail line/rail station or an airport.
The ramp volumes have not increased from the 2016 counts and are assumed not to increase in the
planning horizon (year 2025 to year 2035).
See Table 1 for AADT traffic volumes, posted speeds and truck percentages of Highway 417 between the
Rideau Canal and Nicholas Street.

Street Name

Queensway
Nicholas N-W onramp
Nicholas Street
W-N Ramp
W-E/W Ramp

Table 1: Traffic Characteristics
Posted Speed Year 2016 Year 2025 Year 2035
Limit (km/h)
AADT
AADT
AADT
100
40

170,000
14,000

185,900
14,000

205,400
14,000

60
40
40

21,000
7,300
2,400

21,000
7,300
2,400

21,000
7,300
2,400

Truck Traffic %
Medium
Heavy
Trucks
Trucks
15
5
15
5
15
15
4

5
5
1

4.5 Nicholas Street Ramp Realignment
The analysis includes the effect of the realignment of the Nicholas Street ramp’s inclusion in the current
structure rehabilitation/replacement project. The realignment of the ramp is illustrated in Figure 7. The
realignment project is planned for construction in 2019 and is therefore included in the 2025 existing
future condition.
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Figure 7: Nicholas Street Ramp Realignment
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5.0

Impact Criteria

The assessment of the impact of the predicted sound levels utilized the MTO/ MOECC (MECP) Noise
Guide. The significance of a noise impact has been assessed considering the objective of 65 dBA (Class 1
Area ambient sound level in urban areas), in addition to the change in noise level above the future “Do
Nothing” ambient sound level. Any increase greater than 5 dBA and above the 65 dBA objective
mitigation is investigated. The sound level increases, based on the change in noise level above the future
ambient conditions (2025 future sound levels; Highway 417 remains as is, without bridge
rehabilitation/replacement improvements), is shown in Table 2.

AADT
2025 AADT:
185,900
2035 AADT:
205,400

Table 2: Existing and Future Sound Levels
Receiver Site
2025 Sound Level
2035 Sound Level (24
No.
(24 hr Leq, dBA)
hr Leq, dBA)
1
58.7
59.1
2
62.8
63.2
3
68.4
68.8
4
62.2
62.7
5
62.2
62.6
6
61.6
62.0
7
61.9
62.3
8
62.8
63.2
9
59.6
60.0

Sound Level Increase
(24 hr Leq, dBA)
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

The sound level increases from 2025 to 2035 are imperceptible to the human ear - the human ear can
only detect a 3dBA difference. The existing future condition of 2025 was used for the analysis to
determine the mitigation required. See Appendix C for the TNM output tables.
Mitigation effort is required if there is greater than a 5 dBA increase in ambient sound levels or if the
ambient sound level is greater than 65 dBA, see Table 3. Based on the existing (2025) and 10-year
planning horizon (2035), no receiver site noise levels have a greater than a 5 dBA increase; however,
Receiver site 3 (north side) noise levels are above 65 dBA. A Stage II assessment is required to determine
if improvements to the existing north side noise barriers can reduce the sound levels at Receiver site 3
by more than 5 dBA.
Table 3: Mitigation Effort Requirements for Projected Noise Levels
Change in Noise Level Above
Mitigation Effort required
Ambient
0-5 dBA and <65 dBA
None
> 5 dBA OR ≥65 dBA
Investigate noise control measures on ROW.
If project cost is not significantly affected, introduce noise control
measures within ROW.
Noise control measures, where introduced, should achieve a
minimum of 5 dBA attenuation, averaged over first row receivers.
Mitigate to ambient, as economically and technically feasible.
Source: MTO Environmental Guide for Noise, Table 2.1
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6.0

Noise Mitigation
6.1 North Side Improvements

A Stage II assessment was completed on the north side because Receiver site 3 has a noise level greater
than 65 dBA. On the north side, 4 noise barrier improvement alternatives were generated for year 2025
conditions in the Study Area as follows:
1. Do Nothing: This provides a baseline against which all other alternatives are compared, see
Figure 4;
2. Alternative N1: Extension of noise barrier to dense trees (where trees are at least 30 m deep
and 5 m high), see Figure 8. This reflects an improvement of the existing barrier to terminate
where the woodlot is considered an effective abatement measure, and a continuous effective
noise shield can be created between the freeway and the receivers;
3. Alternative N2: Extension of noise barrier between the dense trees and residential properties,
see Figure 8. This alternative includes the extended barrier behind the woodlot;
4. Alternative N3: Extension of noise barrier along Queensway to Nicholas Street on-ramp, see
Figure 8. This alternative does not block the sight line for drivers on the Nicholas on-ramp; and
5. Alternative N4: Improvement of existing barrier terminus by elevating existing ground level and
a 5 m barrier to the terminus. This alternative does not infill the gap between the barrier end
and the woodlot where it reaches an effective depth of 30 m.
Alternatives N1 to N4 also include improvements to increase the height of the barrier to 5 m for the
entire length of the north side barriers.

6.2 South Side Improvements
A Stage II assessment was not completed on the south side because no receiver sites have a noise level
greater than 65 dBA, nor is there a greater than 5 dBA increase in the 10-year horizon. However, the
existing noise barriers are recommended to be replaced, based on their structural condition, to a height
of 5 m for the existing limits. There is an existing maintenance/emergency gap at the curve of the south
side barrier. This gap is not recommended to be closed as it does not affect the current or future
attenuation effectiveness.
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Figure 8: North Side Noise Barrier Alternatives
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7.0

Review of Modifications to Replacement Noise Barrier

The sound levels, Leq 24, at each of the receiver sites, from the OLA on the north side, are shown in
Table 4. (The determination of the provision of mitigation is based on the analysis of the predicted noise
level at the OLA, which is typically the rear yard, and may include shielding from the building.1)
Table 4: Sound Levels at Receiver Sites, North Side Barrier Alternatives
(2025) (dBA)
Receiver Site
Alternative
Do Nothing
N1
N2
N3
N4
1 (North)
58.7
57.5
56.7
57.8
58.5
2 (North)
62.8
60.2
57.9
61.1
62.6
3 (North)
68.4
61.6
62.2
64.4
68.0
4 (North)
62.2
60.2
60.2
60.3
59.6
5 (North)
62.2
60.6
60.6
60.6
60.5
The assessment of the impact of the predicted sound levels utilized the MTO/ MOECC (MECP) Protocol.
The required mitigation effort is based on the change in future noise levels if a new barrier is
constructed. If changes to the existing barrier result in more than a 5 dBA sound level decrease, the new
barrier is recommended to be implemented. The changes in sound level Leq on the north side are
illustrated in Table 5. See Appendix C for the TNM output tables.
Table 5: Sound Level Decreases at Receiver Sites, North Side (2025) (dBA)
Receiver Site
Alternative N1
Alternative N2
Alternative N3 Alternative N4
1 (North)
1.2
2
0.9
0.2
2 (North)
2.6
4.9
1.7
0.2
3 (North)
6.8
6.2
4
0.4
4 (North)
2
2
1.9
2.6
5 (North)
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.7
Technical Recommendation

✓

X

X

X

On the north side, Alternatives N1 and N2 both provide a 5 dBA decrease to Receiver Site 3 as well as
decreasing the ambient noise at Receiver Site 3 below 65 dBA. While both Alternative N1 and
Alternative N2 are effective for noise level decreases, Table 5 illustrates that the longer noise barrier
associated with Alternative N2 does not provide a significant decrease in noise levels compared to
Alternative N1. This is because Alternative N2 has a barrier behind a woodlot that shields roadway
noise. Therefore, Alternative N1 - Extension of 5 m noise barrier to dense trees (where trees are at least
30 m deep) is recommended for implementation as a cost effective noise abatement measure on the
north side. This would be a low cost measure that will close the current gap, at the end of the barrier,
and create a continuous abatement measure from the existing noise barrier to where the effective
woodlot depth is 30 m. This revision to the termination treatment can be included in the barrier
replacement program currently scheduled.
1

MTO Environmental Guide for Noise
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8.0

Conclusions

Based on the completed noise assessment, the following is recommended:
1. Replace all existing barriers on the north and south sides of the Queensway between the Rideau
Canal and Nicholas Street.
2. Noise Barrier Alternatives N1 with new barrier heights of 5 m and improved limits to increase
acoustical effectiveness (see Figure 9).
3. Construction noise associated with the rehabilitation or replacement of the bridges will have to
conform to City of Ottawa Municipal Noise bylaws and Provincial legislation described in the
MTO Reference Manual for Noise.
Potential construction noise impacts will depend on whether rehabilitation or replacement of the
bridges is carried out. With rehabilitation, the majority of noise is associated with concrete removal
(chipping), sawing and placement (pouring) of concrete at the existing bridge site. Associated noise will
be generated from accessing the bridge site from adjacent streets and the staged detouring of traffic
within the Queensway right-of-way. The rapid bridge replacement alternatives will result in three types
and locations of construction noise:




Construction noise at the bridge staging site where the new replacement bridge is being built;
At the existing bridge site where the existing bridge will be prepared for removal, removed, and
the new bridge will be moved into place; and
Demolishing the existing bridge at the bridge staging site.

The bridge construction will have to comply with the City of Ottawa’s Noise By-Law 2017-255 and may
involve a noise exemption to facilitate accelerated construction in order to minimize local and
Queensway traffic disruption. Compliance with the Noise By-Law will be addressed in the subsequent
detail design phase and Design and Construction Report.
All noise barriers are recommended for replacement due to their structural condition. The
recommended improvements will provide a 5 dBA reduction in noise to residents who are currently
experiencing over 65 dBA ambient noise. The improvements to the noise barrier (increased height and
limits) will provide a continuous barrier for residents on both the north and south. A detailed cost
analysis will be completed during detail design.
The replacement and acoustical upgrading (height and termination improvements) are deemed to be
technically feasible based on the acoustical reduction that the existing barriers currently provide. The
barriers need to be replaced as they have greatly exceeded their original life span. Given the need to
replace the existing barriers due to deteriorated condition, the cost of increased height and termination
improvements is not considered to be economically prohibitive, compared to the replacement cost of
just replacing the existing barriers.
Table 6: Recommended Plan Noise Levels summarizes the final noise levels for the nine receiver sites.
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Table 6: Recommended Plan Noise Levels
Receiver Site
Recommended Plan (24 h Leq, dBA)
1 (North)
57.5
2 (North)
60.2
3 (North)
61.6
4 (North)
60.2
5 (North)
60.6

Figure 9: Recommended Noise Barrier Improvements
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Glossary of Terms
AADT
Abatement
Acoustical analysis

Adjacent
Aesthetics

Ambient/ Existing/ Background
Noise Level

Attenuation
Automobile
Barrier

Berm
(dBA)

Decibel (dB)
EA
Environmental Report

Equivalent Sound Level (Leq)

First Row Receiver

Annual Average Daily Traffic – the average 24-hour, two-way
traffic for the period from January 1st to December 31st.
To reduce the emission of noise or vibrations from a source.
An acoustical analysis involving the input of variables (traffic
volumes, roadway gradient, presence of barriers, posted speed)
to generate output (sound levels) from a noise software
program.
Adjacent indicates lying near Ministry highway rights-of-way,
although not necessarily contiguous to them.
Aesthetics refers to methods of providing visual relief and
appealing characteristics to planned noise barriers though the
application of landscaping designs.
Ambient is the all-encompassing noise associated with a given
environment, usually consisting of a composite of sounds from
many sources. It is the noise level prior to construction of an
undertaking.
See Noise Attenuation
See Vehicle Classification
A noise barrier is a physical structure, which is located between a
noise source and a noise sensitive receiver. These include walls,
berms and combinations of the two, which are effective in
reducing sound level transmission from the source to the
receiver.
Earth land from used to shield residential areas (NSA’s) from
noise.
‘A’ Weighted sound level; the human ear cannot hear the very
high and the very low sound frequencies as well as the mid –
frequencies of sound, and hence the predicted sound levels,
measured in dBA, are a reasonable accurate approximation of
sound levels heard by the human ear. The resulting value is in
decibels and is commonly labeled dBA.
Decibel is a logarithmic unit of measure used for expressing level
of sound.
Environmental Assessment
This includes all reports repaired in compliance with the
Environmental Assessment Act requirements and submitted to
the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for
acceptance, information or monitoring purposes and the public
record. These include Environmental Assessment Reports,
Environmental Status Statements, and Design and Constructions
Reports.
The level of a continuous sound having the same energy as a
fluctuating sound in a given time period. In this report Leq refers
to 24-hour average (Leq, 24h).
First row receivers are those immediately adjacent to the
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Freeway

Future Ambient
GVW

Heavy Truck
Leq
Medium Truck
Mitigation Measures

MOECC (MECP)
MTO
Noise
Noise Attenuation

Noise barrier / Acoustic barrier
Noise Impact Assessment

NSA

OLA

Protocol (Noise)

Receiver

highway, having no shielding effect from other houses.
Freeway is defined as an existing completed, partially developed
(staged) or proposed divided highway with full control of access,
grade separated intersections. This definition may include some
highways that are not officially designated as freeways.
Ambient noise level projected 10 years after construction
without the purpose undertaking.
Gross Vehicle Weight is the total weight (in kilograms)
transmitted to the highway by a vehicle or combination of
vehicles, and load.
See Vehicle Classification
Equivalent sound level expressed on the A – weighted decibel
scale.
See Vehicle Classification
Actions taken to reduce the effects of noise increases. These
measures include walls, berms adjustments to horizontal and
vertical alignments and pavement types that are designated to
result in reduced noise levels in NSA’s.
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks)
Ontario Ministry of Transportation
Undesirable and / or unwanted sound.
A mitigation measure used to lessen the intensity of the noise
level (dBA) where the noise level is increased in a noise sensitive
area by more than 5 dBA, 10 years after project completion.
Means walls, berms and combinations of the two which are
effective in reducing sound levels.
The difference (delta) between ambient (before construction)
and noise level with construction of the undertaking, both
projected 10 years after construction.
Noise Sensitive Area is a noise sensitive land use, which has an
outdoor living area (OLA) associated with the residential unit.
Private homes, townhouse, apartments, and hospitals are
classifies as NSA’s.
Outdoor Living Area is adjacent to a noise sensitive area (NSA)
and is the part of an outdoor amenity area provided for the quiet
enjoyment of the outdoor environment.
An agreement between the Ministry of the Environment and
Climate Change and the Ministry of Transportation. Full title is “A
Protocol for Dealing with Noise Concerns During the Preparation,
Review and Evaluation of Provincial Highways’ Environmental
Assessments”.
A sound sensitive dwelling unit, the location to which the noise /
sound is received. This is modelled to reflect the ear level of a
person sitting in their outdoor recreational area (patio), 3 meters
from the face of the building.
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Retrofit (Barrier)

Retrofit Program

SADT

Sound
Source
TESR
TNM
Vehicle Classification

A barrier candidate site, which satisfies all warrants for
construction and therefore qualifies for inclusion on the capital
construction program when priorities dictate and funds become
available.
MTO developed a Retrofit Noise Barrier Program to alleviate
noise impacts on existing noise sensitive areas adjacent to
existing freeways.
Summer Average Daily Traffic – the average 24-hour, two way
traffic for the period from July 1st to August 31st including
weekends.
A dynamic (fluctuating) pressure that transmits by means of
rapid air fluctuation from a source to a receiver.
The location from which the noise / sound emits.
Transportation Environmental Study Report
Traffic Noise Model (noise software program)
For noise calculations, vehicular traffic is segregated into three
types: automobiles, medium trucks and heavy trucks.
Automobiles – two axles and four wheels designated primarily
for the transportations of nine or fewer passengers, or
transportation of cargo (light trucks), including motorcycles. The
gross vehicle weight (GVW) is less than 4500 kilograms.
Medium trucks – two axles and four wheels designated for the
transportation of cargo. The gross vehicles weight is 4 500 kg>
GVW<12 000 kg
Heavy trucks – three or more axles and designated for the
transportation of cargo. GVQ > 12 000kg
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Appendix A
Noise Memorandum

100 Craig Henry Drive, Suite 201
Ottawa, Ontario K2G 5W3

MEMORANDUM
TO: Dave Lindensmith
FROM: Steve Taylor
PROJECT:

DATE: October 16, 2017
BTE PROJECT #: 17-010

GWP 4170-13-00 Queensway Downtown Bridges from Metcalfe Street to Main Street
Environmental Assessment and Preliminary Design

SUBJECT: Noise Analysis Review of Existing Conditions and Background Studies
As part of the environmental assessment and preliminary design study for the rehabilitation/replacement of 7
structures at 4 sites on the Ottawa Queensway, a noise analysis review has been undertaken. The study area is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Study Area

A background review has been completed of the following documents:


Noise Report from the Transportation Environmental Study Report for Highway 417 (Ottawa
Queensway) from Highway 416 Easterly to Anderson Road Preliminary Design Study and
Environmental Assessment (January 2007);



Centretown Noise Study Highway 417 North Side from Kent Street to Metcalfe (December 2015);



Glashan School Highway 417 North Side near Kent Street Noise Study & Acoustical Analysis (December
2015).
These reports are included in Appendix A, Appendix B and Appendix C, respectively.
The previous 2007 study was completed to provide environmental clearance for the planning stage of physical
operational and safety improvements to the freeway. These improvements were documented in the 2007
TESR and are illustrated in Figure 2.

Transportation Planners and ValueEngineers

Subject: Noise Analysis Review of Existing Conditions and Background Studies
Project: MTO GWP 4170-13-00 / BTE17-010
Date: October 17, 2017

Figure 2: 2007 TESR Freeway Modifications and Noise Barrier Recommendations

Since 2007, the MTO have reviewed 2 additional sites for implementation of retrofit noise abatement projects.
The recommendations are:


An approximately 650 m long noise barrier site on the north side of Highway 417, from just west of
Kent Street to Metcalfe Street should be added to the Retrofit List. This section is not currently
recommended for construction (Appendix B).

 No noise barrier is recommended adjacent to the Glashan School (Appendix C).
These two additional sites are beyond the limits of the EA Study Area.
The noise barrier changes within the current study area are illustrated in Figure 2 above. The current 2017 EA
is focusing on a bridge management plan to rehabilitate or replace 7 structures on the Queensway from
Metcalfe Street to Main Street. These bridge management projects will not require any changes to the 2007
EA for freeway expansion. Therefore, there are no noise impacts of the works except for construction-related
means and methods and evaluating the existing conditions within the Study Area for noise barrier limits. These
construction operation noise measures will be required to meet municipal noise control by-laws.
However, based on public comments on the existing noise barrier performance on residential units north of
the Queensway along Harvey Street/Concord Street North, this study will review the existing noise barriers in
this area. The existing conditions for acoustics are illustrated in Figure 3 using the projected traffic volumes
forecast for 2017. The noise barrier on the north side of the Queensway between the Rideau Canal and
Nicholas Street becomes ineffective as it terminates at the east limit and does not provide the same level of
noise abatement measures for nearby residents. A noise abatement analysis will be conducted for the Harvey
Street/Nicholas Street residents.
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Subject: Noise Analysis Review of Existing Conditions and Background Studies
Project: MTO GWP 4170-13-00 / BTE17-010
Date: October 17, 2017

Figure 3: Existing Noise Conditions along the Queensway

The traffic volume input used for the sound contours above is illustrated in Table 1: Existing Traffic Volumes.
Table 1: Existing Traffic Volumes

Section

Forecast 2017 AADT

Highway 417 EB + WB west of Nicholas
Ramp from Nicholas + Greenfield to Hwy 417 West (R76)
Ramp from Nicholas to Hwy 417 East (R35)
Ramp from Hwy 417 EB to Nicholas (R52)

170,000
14,000
13,700
7,300

Future Analysis
This study will include an additional review of the residential properties at the end of Harvey Street, Havelock
Street, and Montcalm Street (see Figure 4). At the request of the property owners, the sites will be analyzed to
determine whether additional noise abatement measures are warranted. This analysis will be presented at PIC
No. 2. The noise analysis will report on whether additional mitigation is cost effective and can achieve a 5 dBA
reduction if implemented, and whether an improved termination treatment should be implemented as part of
the noise barrier replacement project.
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Subject: Noise Analysis Review of Existing Conditions and Background Studies
Project: MTO GWP 4170-13-00 / BTE17-010
Date: October 17, 2017

Figure 4: Nicholas Street Noise Abatement Review

Existing Conditions Observations
The modelling and field review has identified that a section of the north side barrier has reduced effectiveness
because the insertion loss is reduced due to the lowering of the barrier top elevation relative to the ground
elevation of the receivers. The localized issues at the barrier termination include: the freeway profile dropping
to the east and the barrier top elevation also dropping parallel to the freeway (reducing barrier effective
height); the barrier height stepping down in height resulting in sound travelling around the barrier end; and
the wooded area near the end of the barrier termination is in fact in a depressed area (stream/creek area) and
is not effective as a wooded barrier. The improvement of the noise barrier end treatment will be reviewed as
part of the preliminary design of the freeway improvements.
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Appendix B
Retrofit Review Reports

Highway 417, North Side
Centretown Noise Study
from
Bronson Ave. to Rideau River,
City of Ottawa

W.P. 663 - 93 - 00

February 17, 2005
Chris T. Blaney
Senior Environmental Planner Acoustics
Ministry of Transportation, Ontario
Central Region
Environmental Services Section

Hwy. 417 Centretown Noise Study
February 17, 2005
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STUDY PURPOSE AND INTRODUCTION

MTO carried out a noise study on the feasibility construction of a noise barrier in the
Centretown district of Ottawa. The limits for the analysis were from west of Bronson
Avenue to the Rideau River on the north side of Highway 417(Ottawa Queensway).
The acoustical modelling assessment conducted for this project was undertaken to
decide the appropriateness of constructing noise barriers to protect the noise sensitive
areas (NSA) within the study area. The 2001 traffic year was used as being the best
available to model existing conditions. Figure 1 shows the general location of the
neighbourhood in Ottawa.

Centretown

Figure 1. Key Plan
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TSH Associates and the Ministry of Transportation supplied the traffic volumes and
commercial truck percentages used in the analysis. The noise analysis used Average
Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes on Highway 417 because they were the best
available road traffic volumes condition for this highway. AADT volume were used for
the ramps and municipal roadways because it was the best available.
Table 1 - Highway 417 Road Traffic Volumes (AADT) in Downtown
Ottawa
Percentage
Section
2001
Commercial
Bronson Ave. to Lyon St.
136,000
5.8%

2.2

Lyon St. to O’Connor St.

120,500

5.8%

O’Connor St. to Metcalf St.

120,000

5.8%

Rational for use of Highway Noise Predictions

The Ministry does not generally rely on measured noise levels. This is due to the fact
that a noise measurement represents only a 'snapshot' time period that may not be
representative of actual background sound levels. Often noise measurements are
influenced by extraneous noise sources (example: dogs barking, lawn mowers, etc.).
Measurements are not useful for evaluation of highway noise impacts because the
highway has not been constructed and it is not possible to measure the project impacts.
For these reasons the Ministry relies on noise predictions generated through the use of
computerized models. The model used in Ontario has been extensively field tested to
verify the validity of the noise prediction model. Nevertheless, the Ministry did obtain
sound level measurement at several selected location within the study area. The
measured levels corresponded to similar predicted level reported in Section 3.3. The
sound level measurements were used to verify the accuracy of the highway noise
predictions because of the very complex site and high degree of public interest.
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Highway Noise Prediction Model and Method

The highway noise prediction model used is the United States Federal Highway
Administrations Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM®)1 Version 2.5 highway noise
prediction model. This is the method is jointly approved by the Ministry of
Transportation and the Ministry of the Environment (MOE).
Included in the modelling were the:
•

posted speeds for the roadways in the area used in the noise analysis,

•

pavement surface used for construction of the highway (hot mix asphaltic
pavement),

•

elevations, contours and locations of all of the NSA's near the right-of-way,

•

highway grades,

•

intervening rows of homes and barriers,

•

type of ground cover,

•

percentage of commercial traffic, and

•

distance from the roadway.

For this report, a total of thirty-seven representative receiver locations were used.
Figure 2 illustrates the receiver locations and the highway alignment.

1 Lau, Michael C., Lee, Cynthia S. Y., Rochat, Judith L., Boeker, Eric R. and Fleming, Gregg L., "FHWA Traffic Noise Model
Users Guide (Version 2.5 Addendum)”, U.S. Federal Highway Administration, March 1998 to April 2004.

®
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In 1977, the Ministries of Transportation, Environment and Municipal Affairs agreed that
homes adversely influenced by freeway noise are eligible for consideration for mitigation
by MTO under a 'retrofit' program, if they were built before February 1977.
3.2

Retrofit Noise Barrier Policy Warrants

For a site to be placed on the "Ministry of Transportation Candidate Sites for Noise
Barrier Retrofit List" (Retrofit List), it must meet all of the following warrants:
a) the NSA's must be adjacent to a provincial freeway with no at grade
intersections (e.g., Queensway);
b) the NSA's must be ground-level outdoor leisure areas of residential properties
for which development was approved under the Planning Act before February 8,
1977;
c) the average daily freeway traffic noise levels must be over 60 decibels; and
d) barrier use must be sufficiently effective to provide a freeway noise level
reduction for ground level residential outdoor leisure areas of at least five
decibels.
3.3

Noise Barrier Discussion

The Ministry has constructed quite a number of retrofit noise barriers in Ottawa. All of
the sites meet the requirements set out in Section 3.2. A new retrofit noise barrier that
covers the entire area on the north side of the Queensway between Bronson Avenue
and the Rideau River is not recommended for the following reasons:
• the minimum noise barrier reduction requirement of 5 dBA is not achieved,
• a potential loss of highway visibility for business in the area,
• creating a tunnel like affect in the central area of Ottawa, and
• significant cost of construction for modest benefits.
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Table 2 illustrates the existing noise levels and the degree to which a noise barrier
running from Bronson easterly towards the Lyon Street on ramp would reduce sound
levels for that portion of Centretown. I believe that it is feasible to construct a noise
barrier within this area that fully meets all of the noise barrier policy warrants set out in
Section 3.2. The exact height and end points of the wall would be determined during
detail design.

Receiver
Number

Table 2 LAeq24H Sound Levels in Centretown from Bronson Ave. to Rideau River,
North Side
Number of Homes
Represented by
Receiver

No Barrier Sound
Level

First Row Receivers, O’Connor St. to Kent St.
1
1
64.2
2
1
64.4
3
1
64.8
4
1
62.6
5
1
62.2
6
3
62.1
Total =
8
Weighted Average =
63.1

Sound Level With 5 Metre
Barrier and Sound Level
Reduction

64.2
64.4
64.8
62.6
62.2
62.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

63.1

0.0

Second Row Receivers, O’Connor St. to Kent St.
7
5
59.3
8
6
58.1
9
5
57.2
10
5
57.4
Total =
21

59.0
57.9
56.1
54.5

0.3
0.2
1.1
2.9

58.0

56.9

1.1

First Row Receivers, Kent St. to Bronson Ave.
11
6
60.5
12
7
60.2
13
4
60.9
14
2
61.2
15
4
60.6
16
2
60.5
17
2
61.6

56.6
55.7
55.6
56.1
55.1
54.7
55.9

3.9
4.5
5.3
5.1
5.5
5.8
5.7

Weighted Average =
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Receiver
Number

Table 2 LAeq24H Sound Levels in Centretown from Bronson Ave. to Rideau River,
North Side

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
31
Total =

Number of Homes
Represented by
Receiver

No Barrier Sound
Level

Sound Level With 5 Metre
Barrier and Sound Level
Reduction

2
4
5
11
4
4
4
3
4
4
5
4
81

60.9
61.2
61.3
60.8
61.3
61.2
61.6
61.6
61.7
61.4
62.2
61.3

54.7
55.0
55.1
54.6
55.3
54.8
55.3
55.4
55.7
56.1
58.5
56.7

6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.0
6.4
6.3
6.2
6.0
5.3
3.7
4.6

Weighted Average =

61.1

55.6

5.5

First Row Homes already partly shielded by Bronson Ave. Wall
29
5
62.0
59.4
30
4
62.7
60.5
32
11
61.3
58.2
Sum =
20

2.6
2.2
3.1

61.8

59.0

2.8

Second Row Receivers Kent St. to Bronson Ave.
33
5
59.3
34
5
59.1
35
5
59.2
36
5
59.2
37
5
58.3

55.5
53.4
52.9
52.9
53.2

3.8
5.7
6.3
6.3
5.1

53.6

5.4

Weighted Average =

Sum =

25
Weighted Average =

59.0

Note: The weighted average places a higher value on a receiver representing for
example 5 homes at a location rather than 1 or 2.
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Noise Barrier Retrofit Construction Warrants and Standards

The priority for constructing a site placed on the Candidate Sites for Noise Barrier
Retrofit List is determined by a combination of the following:
i. a high number of homes that will benefit from the barrier relative to its cost (a
site with a larger number of homes that will benefit from a shorter length of
noise barrier will have a higher construction priority);
ii. the average cost per home that receives a three decibel or greater reduction
should be reasonable (MTO usually spends less than $35,000 per home);
iii. a high degree of noise reduction being provided (i.e., a site with a higher
degree of noise reduction will have a higher construction priority);
iv. a high noise level (i.e., a site with a higher freeway noise level will have a
higher construction priority);
v. a low potential for the land use to be changed to a non-residential land use
(i.e., a site with a lower potential for change to non-residential use will have a
higher construction priority); and
vi. a low level of conflict relative to the highway construction program (i.e., a site
that will remain undisturbed and effective for a longer period of time will have
a higher construction priority).
Only a few sites are constructed from the Retrofit List every year and new sites are
identified. It may take some time before all candidate sites are constructed. The sites
are revaluated periodically to determine relative priorities and to recommend sites for
construction.
3.5

Noise Barrier Secondary Benefits

Noise barriers may provide secondary benefits such as reduced sound levels for indoor
areas and non-residential outdoor areas, increased privacy, increased security, and
reduced headlight intrusion. These considerations, by themselves do not make a site
eligible for placement on the Retrofit List without meeting all of the requirements listed in
Section 3.2.
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CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions are as follows:
1. Because of the very high construction cost and the relatively poor noise barrier
performance for the entire north side of the Queensway a noise barrier covering
the entire area between Bronson Avenue and the Rideau River is not
recommended.

2. A noise barrier running between Bronson Avenue and Lyon Street should be
added as a Candidate Site to the Retrofit List. Eventual construction should be
considered according to the placement or relative ranking of this site on the List.

3. Additional public and stakeholder consultation is needed to seek public
consensus on wall location and design during detail design.
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Figure 2 Map of Receiver Locations O’connor St. to Kent St.
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Figure 3 Map of Receiver Locations, Kent St. to Bay St.
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Figure 4 Map of Receiver Locations, Bay St. to Bronson Ave.

Highway 417, South Side
Noise Study
In the Vicinity of Preston Street
and
From Glendale Ave. to Rideau Canal,
City of Ottawa

May 24, 2005
Chris T. Blaney
Senior Environmental Planner Acoustics
Ministry of Transportation, Ontario
Central Region
Environmental Services Section
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STUDY PURPOSE AND INTRODUCTION

MTO carried out a noise study on the feasibility construction of additional noise barriers
in Ottawa. This study was undertaken as a result of a number of letters and e-mails
received by the Ministry and public concerns raised at a meeting in February 2005.

The limits for the analysis were in the vicinity of Preston Street and from Glendale
Avenue to the Rideau Canal on the south side of Highway 417(Ottawa Queensway).
The acoustical modelling assessment conducted for this project was undertaken to
decide the appropriateness of constructing noise barriers to protect the noise sensitive
areas (NSA) within the study area. The 2001 traffic year was used as being the best
available to model existing conditions. Figure 1 shows the general location of the
neighbourhoods in Ottawa.

General Location

Figure 1. Key Plan
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2.1

Highway Traffic Volumes
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TSH Associates, the City of Ottawa and the Ministry of Transportation supplied the
traffic volumes and commercial truck percentages used in the analysis. The noise
analysis used 2001 Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes on all of the
roadways because they were the best available road traffic volumes.
Table 1 - Highway 417 Road Traffic Volumes (AADT) in
Downtown Ottawa, 5.8% Commercial
Section

2.2

2001

Parkdale Ave. to Rochester Ave.

152,500

Rochester Ave. to Bronson Ave.

140,500

Bronson Ave. to Lyon St.

136,000

Lyon St. to O’Connor St.

120,500

O’Connor St. to Metcalf St.

120,000

Rational for use of Highway Noise Predictions

The Ministry does not generally rely on measured noise levels. This is due to the fact
that a noise measurement represents only a 'snapshot' time period that may not be
representative of actual background sound levels. Often noise measurements are
influenced by extraneous noise sources (example: dogs barking, lawn mowers, etc.).
Measurements are not useful for evaluation of highway noise impacts because the
highway has not been constructed and it is not possible to measure the project impacts.
For these reasons the Ministry relies on noise predictions generated through the use of
computerized models. The model used in Ontario has been extensively field tested to
verify the validity of the noise prediction model.
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Highway Noise Prediction Model and Method

The highway noise prediction model used is the United States Federal Highway
Administrations Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM®)1 Version 2.5. This model is a new
state-of-the-art computerized model used for predicting noise impacts in the vicinity of
highways. It uses advances in acoustics and computer technology to improve the
accuracy and ease of modeling highway traffic noise, including the design of efficient,
cost-effective highway noise barriers.
The FHWA TNM contains the following modeling components:
•

five standard vehicle types, as well as user-defined vehicles,

•

constant-flow and interrupted-flow traffic,

•

effects of different pavement types and graded roadways,

•

sound level computations based on a one-third octave-band database and one-third
octave-band algorithms,

•

graphically interactive noise barrier design optimization,

•

attenuation over/through rows of buildings and dense vegetation, and

•

multiple diffraction analyses.

For this report, a total of fifty-four representative receiver locations were used. Figures 2
to 5 illustrate the receiver locations and the highway alignment.

1 Lau, Michael C., Lee, Cynthia S. Y., Rochat, Judith L., Boeker, Eric R. and Fleming, Gregg L., "FHWA Traffic Noise Model
Users Guide (Version 2.5 Addendum)”, U.S. Federal Highway Administration, March 1998 to April 2004.

®
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In 1977, the Ministries of Transportation, Environment and Municipal Affairs agreed that
homes adversely influenced by freeway noise are eligible for consideration for mitigation
by MTO under a 'retrofit' program, if they were built before February 1977.
3.2

Retrofit Noise Barrier Policy Warrants

For a site to be placed on the "Ministry of Transportation Candidate Sites for Noise
Barrier Retrofit List" (Retrofit List), it must meet all of the following warrants:
a) the NSA's must be adjacent to a provincial freeway with no at grade
intersections (e.g., Queensway);
b) the NSA's must be ground-level outdoor leisure areas of residential properties
for which development was approved under the Planning Act before February 8,
1977;
c) the average daily freeway traffic noise levels must be over 60 decibels; and
d) barrier use must be sufficiently effective to provide a freeway noise level
reduction for ground level residential outdoor leisure areas of at least five
decibels.
3.3

Noise Barrier Discussion

The Ministry has constructed quite a number of retrofit noise barriers in Ottawa. All of
the sites meet the requirements set out in Section 3.2. The area running westerly from
the Rideau Canal to approximately Glendale Ave. and the homes located west of
Preston Street have been added to the Retrofit List. Ministry staff did an extensive site
visit in March 2005 to determine the site conditions as well as to determine the location
of the noise sensitive areas.
Before these walls are constructed the following factors need to be considered:
•

a potential loss of highway visibility for business in the area,
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•

creating a tunnel like affect in the central area of Ottawa, and

•

the need for additional public consultation to secure community acceptance of
the recommended wall design.

Tables 2 and 3 illustrates the existing noise levels and the degree to which a noise
barrier running from east of Preston Street towards the existing Parkdale Ave. noise
barrier and a series of noise barriers running from Elgin St. westerly towards Glendale
Ave. would reduce sound levels for that portion of Ottawa. I believe that it is feasible to
construct a noise barrier within this area that fully meets all of the noise barrier policy
warrants set out in Section 3.2. The exact height and end points of the wall would be
determined during detail design.

Receiver
Number

Table 2 LAeq24H Sound Levels in Ottawa Highway 417 From West of
Rideau Canal to Glendale Ave.
Number of Homes
Represented by
Receiver

First Row Receivers
12
3
13
3
14
8
15
5
16
4
17
3
24
8
25
5
26
7
27
3
28
4
Total =
53
Weighted Average =
Second Row Receivers
1
1
2
4
3
4
4
2
5
6
6
4

No Barrier Sound
Level

Sound Level With 5
Metre Barrier and Sound
Level Reduction

62.3
63.9
65.1
67.3
66.4
67.1
64.3
63.7
63.7
63.7
63.7

56.5
57.5
59.1
58.2
58.1
59.5
57.5
57.6
57.6
58.1
58.9

5.8
6.4
6.0
9.1
8.3
7.6
6.8
6.1
6.1
5.6
4.8

64.9

58.1

6.8

59.9
59.3
60.0
60.5
61.2
61.7

53.4
52.9
54.3
55.4
56.7
55.1

6.5
6.4
5.7
5.1
4.5
6.6
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Receiver
Number

Table 2 LAeq24H Sound Levels in Ottawa Highway 417 From West of
Rideau Canal to Glendale Ave.
Number of Homes
Represented by
Receiver

7
4
8
3
9
4
18
2
19
18
20
5
21
7
22
4
Sum =
68
Weighted Average =

No Barrier Sound
Level

Sound Level With 5
Metre Barrier and Sound
Level Reduction

62.0
62.4
62.9
64.1
64.0
64.0
62.9
62.4

54.3
54.7
56.9
56.6
55.7
55.6
54.9
55.0

7.7
7.7
6.0
7.5
8.3
8.4
8.0
7.4

62.7

55.4

7.3

Third Row Receivers
10
7
61.6
53.9
7.7
11
7
61.2
53.9
7.3
23
14
62.5
54.5
8.0
29
8
61.5
55.0
6.5
30
4
60.4
55.8
4.6
31
1
60.5
57.3
3.2
32
5
59.4
56.4
3.0
33
5
59.8
57.1
2.7
Sum =
51
Weighted Average =
61.4
55.2
6.2
Note: The weighted average places a higher value on a receiver representing for
example 5 homes at a location rather than 1 or 2.

Receiver
Number

Table 3 LAeq24H Sound Levels in Ottawa Highway 417 in the Vicinity of
Preston St.
Number of
Sound Level With 5
Homes
No Barrier Sound
Metre Barrier and Sound
Represented by
Level
Level Reduction
Receiver
First Row Receivers
1
2
2
1
3
3

65.1
63.9
63.4

60.2
58.8
57.9

4.9
5.1
5.5
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Receiver
Number

Table 3 LAeq24H Sound Levels in Ottawa Highway 417 in the Vicinity of
Preston St.
Number of
Sound Level With 5
Homes
No Barrier Sound
Metre Barrier and Sound
Represented by
Level
Level Reduction
Receiver
4
4
62.6
57.6
5.0
5
8
62.4
57.3
5.1
6
1
61.8
57.2
4.6
7
3
60.9
57.3
3.6
16
3
61.6
57.9
3.7
Total =
25
Weighted Average =
Second Row Receivers
8
3
9
2
15
3
Total =
8
Weighted Average =
Third Row Receivers
10
1
11
3
12
4
13
3
14
2
Total =
13
Weighted Average =

62.7

57.9

4.8

60.8
60.2
60.6

57.1
57.0
57.4

3.7
3.2
3.2

60.6

57.2

3.4

59.7
60.8
61.3
61.7
59.6

56.9
57.5
57.9
58.5
56.9

2.8
3.3
3.4
3.2
2.7

61.0

57.8

3.2

West Homes Already Partly Shielded by Wall
17
2
61.7
59.2
2.5
18
4
60.1
58.2
1.9
19
4
62.5
60.6
1.9
20
3
61.4
60.0
1.4
21
2
60.0
58.6
1.4
Total =
15
Weighted Average =
61.3
59.5
1.8
Note: The weighted average places a higher value on a receiver representing for
example 5 homes at a location rather than 1 or 2.
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Noise Barrier Retrofit Construction Warrants and Standards

The priority for constructing a site placed on the Candidate Sites for Noise Barrier
Retrofit List is determined by a combination of the following:
i. a high number of homes that will benefit from the barrier relative to its cost (a
site with a larger number of homes that will benefit from a shorter length of
noise barrier will have a higher construction priority);
ii. the average cost per home that receives a three decibel or greater reduction
should be reasonable (MTO usually spends less than $35,000 per home);
iii. a high degree of noise reduction being provided (i.e., a site with a higher
degree of noise reduction will have a higher construction priority);
iv. a high noise level (i.e., a site with a higher freeway noise level will have a
higher construction priority);
v. a low potential for the land use to be changed to a non-residential land use
(i.e., a site with a lower potential for change to non-residential use will have a
higher construction priority); and
vi. a low level of conflict relative to the highway construction program (i.e., a site
that will remain undisturbed and effective for a longer period of time will have
a higher construction priority).
Only a few sites are constructed from the Retrofit List every year and new sites are
identified. It may take some time before all candidate sites are constructed. The sites
are revaluated periodically to determine relative priorities and to recommend sites for
construction.
3.5

Noise Barrier Secondary Benefits

Noise barriers may provide secondary benefits such as reduced sound levels for indoor
areas and non-residential outdoor areas, increased privacy, increased security, and
reduced headlight intrusion. These considerations, by themselves do not make a site
eligible for placement on the Retrofit List without meeting all of the requirements listed in
Section 3.2.
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CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions are as follows:
1. A noise barrier running from east of Preston Street towards the existing Parkdale
Ave. noise barrier and a series of noise barriers running from Elgin St. westerly
towards Glendale Ave. would reduce sound levels for that portion of Ottawa.

2. All of the noise barriers should be sound absorptive on both sides to avoid any
unwanted sound reflections.

3. These two areas should be added as a Candidate Site to the Retrofit List.
Eventual construction should be considered according to the placement or
relative ranking of this site on the List.

4. Additional public and stakeholder consultation of the recommended wall design is
needed to seek public consensus on wall location and design during detail
design.
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Figure 2 Map of Receiver Locations West of Preston St.
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Figure 3 Map of Receiver Locations, Rideau Canal to O’Connor St.
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Figure 4 Map of Receiver Locations, O’Connor St. to West of Bank St.
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Figure 5 Map of Receiver Locations, West of Bank St. to Glendale Ave.
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TNM Output Tables

Appendix C
TNM 2.5 Sound Level Results
Existing (2025) Sound Levels
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Appendix C
TNM 2.5 Sound Level Results
Future (2035) Sound Levels
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Appendix C
TNM 2.5 Sound Level Results
Alternative N1, Existing Sound Levels
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Appendix C
TNM 2.5 Sound Level Results
Alternative N2, Existing Sound Levels
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Appendix C
TNM 2.5 Sound Level Results
Alternative N3, Existing Sound Levels
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Appendix C
TNM 2.5 Sound Level Results
Alternative N4, Existing Sound Levels
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